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Application of Neural Networks for Intelligent Video Game Character Artificial
Intelligences
Simon Mikulcik
Dr. George Landon, Associate Professor, Computer Science

Much of today’s gaming culture pushes for increased realism and believability. While
these movements have led to much more realistic graphics, we also need to keep in mind
the behavior of artificial intelligence characters also in the game. Neural Networks are
complicated data structures that have shown potential to learn and interpret complex
behavior. This research analyzes the application of neural network as primary controllers
for video game characters’ artificial intelligence. The paper considers the existing
artificial intelligence techniques, and the existing uses of neural networks. It then
describes a project in which a video game was created to serve as a case study in
analyzing neural network controlled game characters. The paper discusses the design of
the game where the player communicates with an artificial intelligence astronaut. The
way that the player phrases the messages he sends to the astronaut helps determine
whether the astronaut survives. The paper then analyzes the effectiveness of the
astronaut character in exhibiting intelligent behavior. It then discusses potential future
work in better demonstrating effective neural network controlled artificial intelligences.
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Introduction
In video games, the demand for realism is very high. Gamers want to play games
that are highly interactive, and believable. Thus, they want the characters in the games to
be more believable. When developing a video game character, the more intelligent they
seem, the better gamers will receive them. However, much of the research in computer
science has yet to be implemented in the game industry even though machine learning
and neural networks have been employed in other fields to provide more human-like
learning and behavior. Our research analyzes the application of neural networks for use
in video game character artificial intelligence.
In the creation of interactive video games, game developers have employed
various techniques to provide an interesting, immersive experience. However, for a game
to be very immersive, it must have some form of realism or believability. Developers
have had success by scripting complicated behaviors for characters that ‘appear’ to be
intelligent, but upon playing the game enough, their behavior becomes predictable and
the illusion of realism fades (Schwab, 2009, p. 76). Recently though, neural network
based systems have been able to learn and adapt to react to the actions of the player in a
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manner similar to that of a real human opponent. Neural networks play a crucial part in
the development of interactive video game artificial intelligences. I expect to see that
neural network based AIs will create a more immersive experience for the player than
would a traditional AI technique.
Related Work
Background Information
Prior to neural networks, developers employed several development techniques to
create interactive artificial intelligence agents. One technique to use is the finite state
machine. Finite state machines are one of the earliest techniques for describing behavior,
but they are still widely in use today (Bourg, 2004, p. 165). Suppose we develop a finite
state machine for a shopkeeper in a store. The shopkeeper may be idle, conversing with a
customer, or going to fetch an item for a customer. We would have several transitions
between these states. For instance, if idle, when a customer approaches the shopkeeper,
he begins conversing, and once the customer requests an item, he fetches the item. The
game developer would then code in various transitions like these between the set of the
states.
Using finite state machines is very useful for programming systems when the
desired behavior can be broken down into a set of states and transitions. However, as the
finite state machine is deterministic, the behavior of a finite state machine controlled AI
may become predictable upon multiple encounters with the same agent. Also, the
behavior of the agent is set and cannot change for new conditions.
Another tool that developers may use for AIs is the rule based system. A rule
based system has a predefined set of rules that dictate the proper action for an agent to
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follow (Bourg, p. 212). Consider, for instance, an enemy in a combat game. Suppose we
decide that the enemy will be idle most of the time except when the player is within eyesight and has a weapon equipped. Thus, we have defined a set of rules that dictate the
enemy character. This technique is simple as it is straightforward to implement;
however, it often becomes predictable if the player encounters a similar AI multiple
times. Also, like finite state machines, rule based systems do not perform well for
accommodating to new situations as they cannot adjust its rules on its own.
To add a bit of randomness to the behavior of game characters, developers may
employ a genetic algorithm to help make the agents less predictable. In a genetic
algorithm, the developer mimics the process by which natural selection determines which
genes to pass on (Schwab, p. 515). In this, the developer defines a set of parameters (also
called a genome) such as accuracy, balance, agility, height, weapon skill, and then he
generates an initial population of randomly modulated parameters. Once he has a
population of these genomes, he evaluates the usefulness, or fitness, for each potential
character and recombines the features of the genomes with the higher fitness rating. This
technique allows for the characters to be less predictable since they each have their own
parameters. Also, since genetic algorithms recombine genomes to tweak the parameters,
these systems may ‘learn’ to adjust to the environment to perform better over time.
However, this technique requires a large amount of processing power to determine which
parameters to set for the characters.
Similar to genetic algorithms, neural networks mimic natural processes in order to
add a level of unpredictability and realism to the artificial intelligences. In the human
brain, there are billions of neurons that receives signals from surrounding neurons and
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transmit signals to other neurons (Schwab, p. 556). We call the connection between these
neurons synapses. In computer science, this has been modeled by having a collection of
nodes each of which sends signals to other nodes in order to describe complicated
behavior among many inputs. This networks of nodes is then called a neural network.
Neural networks have been shown to describe many complicated interactions very
well. The problem with this technique is that it is often difficult to determine how the
network shall be constructed in order for it to exhibit the desired behavior. Similarly, as
humans we learn information in order to ‘determine’ the connections in our ‘neural
network’. Accordingly, there are processes for determining how artificial neural
networks should be constructed. Thus, by using artificial neural networks, we are able to
code a system that can exhibit complex behavior as well as process new information by
learning. This quality is of particular interest to us as we may use this technique to
develop game characters that may learn and interact more realistically. However, one
problem with this technique is that using such a system is much more complicated than a
rule based system or a finite state machine and requires, like genetic algorithms, much
more processing power to determine its conclusions.
One common type of neural network is the feed-forward, backpropagation neural
network. In this kind of network, the nodes are grouped in layers where the first layer is
the input layer, the last layer is the output layer, and all intermediate layers are called
hidden layers (Schwab, 558). Each node in a layer may only be connected to nodes in the
previous layer, and all outputs of the nodes in a layer may only be received by nodes in
the next layer. Thus, we have a directed ordered network with no cycles, and so we have
the name feed-forward. Also, for our network, we will assume that each synapse
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between two nodes has a weight value that scales the effect of that particular input
connection. So, to determine the state of the network, we set the number of layers,
number of nodes in each layer, and the weights of each synapse.
In order for developers to train a network, one technique that they may use is
backpropagation. In backpropagation, they provide the network with pairs of inputs and
desired outputs. Thus, as the developer ‘supervises’ the training of the network, this
technique is classified as supervised learning. In game development, for instance in a
fighting game, the inputs may be the actions of our opponent and the outputs may be the
actions of the system. They run the network with the input and compare how close its
output is to the desired output to compute an error value. Then, they adjust the weights in
the network in order to minimize the error value for each node (Schwab, p. 582).
However, as the network is very complicated it is expensive to determine how much to
adjust each synapse weight individually. So, they use the backpropagation optimization
of computing the error per synapse starting from the output layer and moving backwards
to the input layer. Hence, this technique has the name backpropagation. Upon many
repetitions of the process, they are able to effectively train the network to produce the
desired output.
Another way of training a network is to use reinforcement learning. Instead of
using backpropagation with sets of input/output pairs, suppose the developer specifies
inputs and only tells the system whether the output is desirable or not. In reinforcement
learning, when the network performs a desirable action and it receives positive feedback,
it adjusts its parameters to maximize the positive feedback (Taylor, 2014, p. 46). It is
important to note that with reinforcement learning, the system is not presented with
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specific desired output. So, the system never actually knows if its output is ‘correct’,
rather that it may only know that it was more correct than it was before. Since
reinforcement learning does not necessarily require optimal output in order to train the
network, reinforcement learning looks attractive to the game developer who may not
know the best way to play the game.
Notable Studies Involving Neural Networks
In the computer science community, there have been many artificial neural
network applications in fields ranging from sports and weight training to human
biometric identifications. In 2013, the Journal of Sports Science and Medicine published
a research article by Hristo Novatchkov where he analyzed the application of artificial
neural networks to weight training. Novatchkov recorded input from weight training
machines and used a neural network to analyze the effectiveness of the exercise as well
as any potential safety hazards from misusing the training equipment. Novatchkov found
that his neural network was able to provide useful feedback for the users and has found
the technique to show promise for future exercise analysis technologies (p. 36).
Novatchkov’s tool was able to aggregate large amounts of input data to analyze the
effectiveness of the actions of a human using the system. In video game development,
we may hope to expect positive results for similar systems that gather human input data.
For instance, an enemy AI may analyze the motions of the human player to analyze game
performance and accommodate strategy accordingly.
On the other hand, artificial neural networks may also be used in driving analysis
applications. In 2015, Gys Albertus Mathinus Meiring reviewed several algorithms to
analyze driving style. Meiring wanted to find appropriate machine learning techniques to
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best determine safe driving style. For instance, Meiring found that while finite state
machines may be useful in modeling driver decision making, artificial neural networks
are effective in detecting drowsiness, and predicting steering behavior (p. 30669).
Meiring analyzed many more algorithms than what we have discussed thus far.
However, Meiring did show that in real-world applications, it is often preferable to use
the artificial intelligence technique that best fits the problem. Likewise in video game
programming, we must be sure to use the appropriate technique for the problem.
Apart from analysis software, artificial neural networks have been used for
classification and identification purposes. In 2013, Fadi Sibai researched the application
of feed-forward neural networks in the identification of a person by their ear shape. Just
as the human fingerprint is an identifying biometric, so is the shape of the human ear (p.
1265). Sibai was able to apply his neural network to images of a person’s ear and
identify them with 95% accuracy (p. 1272). Thus, Sibai was able to use a neural network
for the classification. Neural networks are often effective for classifying items into
categories based on a set of input parameters. For game programming, we can expect to
obtain similar results for classification problems. For instance, in a survival, adventure
game we may use such an algorithm for determining what the AI character should do
next, be it gathering food, money, or weapons.
Apart from specific techniques used in developing a game AI, we also need to
consider the effectiveness of the game character in being intelligent. Intelligence is a
broad term with many definitions. For our analysis, we used Robert Sternberg’s
Triarchic Theory of Intelligence. From this definition, intelligence was the ability to be
successful in one’s environment (Sternberg).
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For Sternberg, Analytical Intelligence is the ability to solve a problem through
logic and reasoning independent of past experiences (Neill). In a Feed-Forward Neural
Network, the decisions made previously have no impact on future decisions. However, a
Feed-Forward Neural Network may still perform complex decisions based on all of the
input parameters. Thus, for the problems that it is trained to solve, it is able to use
reasoning and logic to form a solution.
Creative Intelligence focuses on the ability to apply past experiences to solve new
problems (Neill). When considering a Feed-Forward Neural Network, the computation
of a single input does not use any past decisions. However, if one performs a learning
operation such as Reinforcement Learning after several inputs, it may evaluate its own
performance and improve its calculations. Then, with the adjusted weights, it can make
better decisions for new problems by using the experiences of previous problems.
Apart from Analytical and Creative Intelligences, Sternberg describes Practical
Intelligence as the ability environment (Neill). With the training to achieve goals and
show useful behaviors for one’s of ANNs, one either sets the goal as a set of desired
outputs as in Supervised Learning, or as a reward function where the goal is to have the
most fitness as in reinforcement learning. By incorporating the goal-oriented learning
step into the intelligence of the game character, we provide the practical intelligence for
the AI to live intelligently in its environment.
Project Design
To analyze the effectiveness of neural network controlled AIs, I developed a
video game demonstration that features one. This game had two main actors: the player
(Jeff), and the AI (Anton). The setting of the game is at a Ground Control Station for a
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space exploration firm. Jeff’s serves as a communications operator for the firm. Anton is
an astronaut for a foreign nation’s space program. Anton ship begins to fail and Anton
reaches out to help. Then, when Jeff hears of Anton Distress, he helps Anton regain
stability and return safely to Earth.
The game has three phases: the tutorial, the introduction to Anton, and the
rescuing of Anton. The introduction phase begins as Jeff’s first day on the Job. Often
with job employment, the new hire will be required to complete an online training course.
So, the player clicks through the training course to learn how to play the game. In this
world, Jeff uses a chat application to send and receive messages to communicate with
astronauts. Also, as an operator, Jeff may access a remote dashboard to monitor vitals
and ship states from his terminal.
User Interface Design
To bring emphasis more on the algorithm behind the AI, I tried to keep the user
interface simple, but effective. Since Jeff supposedly works with a Ground Control
Space program, I imagined that the software used in running these systems would be
older, simple graphics like that of a terminal application. One common tool in
developing simple terminal graphics for applications in Dialog. Dialog is commonly
used to send simple graphical and textual messages to users and to receive user input. So,
I decided to use a theme that resembled the theme of Dialog. See Figure 1 for a
comparison between my game, and the interface produced from a one line script using
Dialog.
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Figure 1: Dubiety Tutorial Phase, left, and Dialog, right
Figure 1:
In the next phase, Jeff chats with Anton. To keep the interface simple, the only
controls are for the player to type text into the input box, and to press the send button.
These simple controls make it easy for the player to learn how to play the game. Also,
the style is very similar to that of the Dialog application. See Figure 2 for an image of the
Chat Interface.
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Figure 2: The Chat Interface with text box and button
Finally, for the third phase of the game, I used text based widgets to display
information from the remote dashboard. I imagined this dashboard as having many
blinking lights, and sensor outputs. I designed the ship to have various subsystems each
of which reported their status to the operator. If a subsystem had a critical status, it’s
status would blink red. Otherwise, it would remain green. These color cues help indicate
to the operator, Jeff, how the ship is doing. Also, for vitals, I displayed the heart rate of
the astronaut. But I also, made the numbers fade at the heart rate to bring to life the
seriousness of the astronaut’s health state. Finally, I kept the same theme of having low-
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resolution, text heavy displays as before. See Figure 3 for a screenshot of the remote
dashboard.

Figure 3: Remote Dashboard Screenshot with Subsystems and Vitals
I strived to keep the user interface and graphics simple, but effective. By keeping
the number of user controls low, I make it easy for the user to understand how to play the
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game so that they may focus on the interesting behavior of the artificial intelligence.
Also, by using a simple old style for the graphics, I help define the setting for the player.
Artificial Intelligence Design
When Jeff hears of Anton’s distress call, Jeff reaches out to Anton and gets
introduced to him. To become acquainted with Anton, Jeff sends textual messages to
him. Anton then processes the messaged that Jeff sends and replies with his own
message. Anton’s message processing system incorporates several different language
processing systems to provide intelligent feedback. Ultimately though, Anton adjusts
how he feels (spirits) and how much he trusts Jeff based on what Jeff (the player) says.
When Anton trusts Jeff enough, he provides Jeff with access to his remote dashboard so
that Jeff can help Anton with his problems on the ship. Since neural networks are great at
processing many inputs to determine complicated features, I decided to model the
Anton’s trust level and spirits with a neural network. In other words, how the player
interacts with Anton will affect how Anton feels and his trust in Jeff.
I used a feed forward, back propagation neural network to control Anton’s state.
It is setup with nine input nodes and two output nodes with five hidden nodes as in Figure
4. The network considers the sentiment and tone of whatever the player sends to Anton
as well as Anton’s current spirits level and trust level. When a player sends a message,
its text is evaluated on its overall sentiment (good/bad) and its tone
(anger/disgust/fear/joy/sadness/confidence). These input nodes feed into a feed forward
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neural network along with Anton’s current state (his spirits and trust level). The network
then determines Anton’s new spirits and trust level.
Sentiment of
Last Message
Tone of

6

Spirits

Last Message
Spirits

Trust
Trust

Figure 4: Neural Network Topology
Project Analysis
The game demonstrated an effective neural network controlled AI. The behavior
of Anton was based upon the output of the three layered, feed forward back-propagation
neural network. The AI exhibited less predictable behavior since the complexities of the
neural network made Anton’s rules harder to follow. Also, since the neural network was
trained to react to human language input similarly as a human would, Anton provided an
interesting personality whose ‘mood’ changes as the conversation progresses.
Intelligence Analysis
We considered the intelligent qualities that Anton exhibited. We used Robert
Sternberg’s Triarchic Theory of Intelligence. From this definition, intelligence was the
ability to be successful in one’s environment (Sternberg, 1985). He identified three
factors that describe intelligence: Analytical Intelligence, Creative Intelligence, and
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Practical Intelligence (Sternberg, p. xi). We considered these three factors in our
comparison.
For Sternberg, Analytical Intelligence is the ability to solve a problem through
logic and reasoning independent of past experiences (Neill, 2004). In a Feed-Forward
Neural Network, the decisions made previously have no impact on future decisions.
However, a Feed-Forward Neural Network may still perform complex decisions based on
all the input parameters. Thus, Anton may use his neural network to react appropriately
to Jeff when he sends messages with new types of tone and sentiment.
Creative Intelligence focuses on the ability to apply past experiences to solve new
problems (Neill). When considering the basic Feed-Forward Neural Network, the
computation of a single input does not use any past decisions. However, Anton’s neural
network has inputs which were the outputs of the previous step. Thus, the trust level for
the next value is dependent on the previous trust level. This way, Anton may provide
context depended behavior as he solves the problem of intelligently communicating with
Jeff. Thus, Anton exhibits a limited form of creative intelligence.
Apart from Analytical and Creative Intelligences, Sternberg describes Practical
Intelligence as the ability to survive and thrive in an environment (Neill). Anton’s
environment is his ship, and his health. For Anton to survive, he has programmed that he
must get help from people who he can trust. Anton starts by reaching out for help, and
then, for his self-preservation, he must verify that he can trust Jeff. By striving for
survival, Anton is goal oriented. Thus, Anton exhibits some aspects of the Practical
Intelligence that Sternberg describes.
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By using Neural Networks as the main controller in Anton, we provide some form
of each of Sternberg’s three factors of Intelligence. The nature of ANNs being able to
provide useful output based on a set of inputs, we can analytically solve problems.
Project Limitations
On the other hand, there were some interesting limitations of Anton’s AI.
Occasionally, the player sends enough ‘nice’ messages to Anton that his trust level and
spirits are extremely high. So, whenever Anton receives a message of any kind, nice or
mean, he reacts in a positive manner (See Figure 5). Similarly, if Jeff sends Anton many
‘nice’ messages, and then sends one ‘mean’ message, Anton will probably send a ‘thank
you’ message since one ‘mean’ message will probably not get his spirits too low.
Consequently, Anton may respond to a mean comment with a ‘thank you’ (See Figure 6).

Figure 5: Complement Loop
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Figure 6: Slow response to insults.
Another issue that happens was that sometimes Anton repeats the same phrase
many times. If Anton’s spirits and trust are high enough, he responds with a random
message from a set of three pre-scripted ‘thank you’ responses (see Figure 7). Thus, the
odds of repeating the same message three time in a row is one in ten. This behavior is
very confusing to a player who expects the AI to use variety in speech as humans do.

Figure 7: Repeated Phrases
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While Anton’s AI may do well at reacting to comments, he does not react very
well to unknown questions. Anton’s AI is programmed to provide responses based on
how the message is phrased. The neural network does not consider the content of a
question in determining a proper response. Often, a player will send Anton a question
expecting a sensible answer, but Anton responds with a reaction as if the player sent a
comment (See Figure 8).

Figure 8: Question Responses
Future Work
Along with addressing the above limitations, there are several other ways for this
project to be extended. The purpose of this project was to create more interesting video
game characters by using neural networks. Firstly, I should address the immediate
limitations. So, one change that would help is to add more response phrases to Anton.
This would help reduce the probability of having repeated messages. Also, to address the
reaction to insults, I should tweak the training set for Anton so that he reacts more
appropriately to insults and compliments. Being more sensitive to particular messages,
Anton will be less likely to respond joyfully to an angry message. Also, I should improve
Anton’s ability to filter out directed questions. This would prevent situations where
Anton provides an emotional state response, “It really means a lot to me”, when a
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question has been provided, “What is 2 + 2?”. By addressing these limitations, I would
make the game much more entertaining since Anton would appear more intelligent.
New AI Features
I may also add features to Anton’s AI. One idea to improve Anton’s AI is to use
a recurrent neural network such as a long short-term memory (LSTM) unit. Recurrent
neural networks have the property of storing temporal state information since the outputs
of previous activations of the network are stored and used in the calculations of future
activations. They have been shown to be effective in human activity recognition
(Ordóñez, 2016, p. 22). We should consider using an LSTM layer in Anton’s neural
network that may provide better characteristics in responding appropriately in a
conversation.
Another feature to consider adding to Anton’s AI is a question engine. Being an
video game character, Anton should not have infinite information about the game, nor the
environment in which he is living. Anton probably wonders about certain aspects of the
game, or the environment. It would be interesting if Anton exhibited a curiosity trait
perhaps by asking the user questions. Currently, Anton responds to messages sent by
Jeff, and occasionally sends Jeff a status report or an opinion. However, he does not ask
any questions. Adding an engine that asks Jeff questions and collects the response data
would increase the believability of Anton’s character as well as his perceived
intelligence.
I would imagine that the question engine would have a certain probability of
firing. When it does, Anton analyzes his environment, finds an aspect about his
environment which Jeff should be able to know about with the remote dashboard, and
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sends a question for Jeff to answer. Then, Anton would listen for a response to the
question, and possibly ask the question or give up on hearing a response. For example, if
Anton notices that a flashing red light appears in the cabin, he might ask Jeff (who sees
that a flashing red light means that the power system is failing), “What does the flashing
red light mean?” Anton would then wait for a response of the form “… <subsystem> …
is … <state> …”, or “…. <state> <subsystem>…”. This feature would make Anton
more believable since it makes that Anton is seeking assistance rather than simply
responding to requests.
Extended Character Interactions
While communicating with a single AI is interesting, having multiple AIs and
multiple players would create even more complex behavior that may improve
believability. One idea is to add a second astronaut on the ship so that Anton and his
companion will be able to converse with one another and the player. Then, when we tell
Anton messages that make him angry, his companion might also get angry. On the other
hand, with multiple characters, they might have slightly different tuned neural networks
such that they each exhibit unique ‘personalities’. This would pose a problem to the
player since he must interact with each AI according to that AI’s personality. By adding
more AIs to the game, the complexity of the interactions in the game increases
exponentially.
Similarly, adding multiplayer support for the game could create some interesting,
complex behavior. With the current implementation of Anton. The state of the AI
character is living on a remote webserver while the player is communicating from a web
client. So, suppose we add a second human player to the chat room. Anton would see
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two ‘strangers’ whose trust must be considered. Each AI, then, would have a list of
people to whom he talks. Each person on that list would have their own trust metric to
consider. Two players then, might play good cop/bad cop with Anton. Modelling this
behavior could produce interesting behavior that might help push the bounds for neural
network controlled AIs.
Finally, the game could be improved by extending the plot and adding more
subsystems to the ship. The current ship only has two subsystems: the lights, and the
ventilation system. I could add more systems such as a power subsystem, a defense
subsystem, a ship stability subsystem, and a life-support subsystem. Also, each of these
would be interconnected with one another such that when the life-support system starts to
fail, it might be because the power system was already failing. By building these
interconnections of the subsystems on the ship, the second phase of the game becomes
more challenging, and fun.
Conclusion
This project incorporates a neural network controlled AI that exhibits some
limited qualities of intelligence. Although Anton does not always respond appropriately
to Jeff’s messages, he does provide a non-deterministic conversation that make it
interesting to interact with him. Anton is not simply a rule following AI, so upon a few
repetitions, players have a hard time predicting how Anton will respond. Thus, we have
shown a viable implementation of a neural network controlled AI that can exhibit higher
level intelligence qualities. I hope to improve the game to be more interactive and
interesting, but also, I hope to promote the use of neural networks as controllers for the
decisions made by video game character AIs.
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